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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this document is provided by the copyright holders "as is" and any express or 

implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a 

particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the authors or the European Commission be liable for 

any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, 

procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however 

caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or oth-

erwise) arising in any way out of the use of the information contained in this document, even if advised of 

the possibility of such damage. The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. 

It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Commission. The European Commission is not 

responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. 
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Definitions 

Term  Definition 

EOSC: 

the European Open Science Cloud promoted by the European Commission to pro-
vide all researchers, innovators, companies and citizens with seamless access to 
an open-by-default, efficient and cross-disciplinary environment for storing, ac-
cessing, reusing data, tools, publications and any EOSC Resource for research, in-
novation and educational purposes. The EOSC is implemented by the EOSC System 
and governed by the EOSC Governance. 

EOSC System:  

the IT system implementing EOSC. Such a system is called to put in place the poli-
cies, procedures and technical solutions needed to enact the delivery of the EOSC 
Services in accordance with the EOSC Governance guidelines. Such a system is not 
a monolithic, stand-alone and centralised IT system. Rather the EOSC System is 
designed and developed to be a system of systems. 

EOSC Governance: 
the set of committees and bodies governing the functioning of EOSC and its EOSC 
System. It includes the EOSC Executive Board, the EOSC Board, and the EOSC Stake-
holders Forum. 

EOSC Portal: 

the EOSC Service implementing a web portal facilitating the access to and use of 
the EOSC Resources. The EOSC portal is the universal access channel through 
which all European researchers are able to access, use and reuse research outputs 
and data across disciplines. 

EOSC Registry: 

an EOSC Service providing EOSC System Users with a list of live/ready-to-use de-
scriptions of EOSC Resources offered by the EOSC System. Every entry of the EOSC 
Registry must follow and be described and updated following the EOSC Interoper-
ability Framework. The following typologies of the EOSC Registry are currently en-
visaged: the EOSC Service Registry, the EOSC Data Source Registry and the EOSC 
Research Product Registry. 

EOSC Platform: 
the collection of internal services and the central EOSC Registry which services 
content to EOSC Portal and to other EOSC Registries or parts of the EOSC System. 

EOSC Resources: 

any asset made available by means of the EOSC system and according to the EOSC 
Rules of Participation to EOSC End-Users to perform a process useful to deliver 
value in the context of the EOSC. EOSC Resources include Services, Data Sources, 
Research Products and any other asset. 

EOSC Service 

an EOSC Resource that provides EOSC System Users with ready-to-use facilities. 
EOSC Services are supplied by an EOSC Service Provider in accordance with the 
EOSC Rules of Participation. EOSC Services populate the EOSC Service Portfolio and 
the EOSC Service Catalogue. 

EOSC Data Source:  

an EOSC Resource whose specific purpose is to offer deposition, preservation, cu-
ration, discovery, access, and usage statistics functionalities to collections of EOSC 
Research Products from a thematic or cross-discipline perspective. EOSC Data 
Sources include Repositories, Scientific Databases, Resource Catalogues, Aggrega-
tors, Journals, Publishers, Registries, CRIS systems, and Research Graphs. Reposi-
tories support all functionalities above; they are typically used by EOSC Users to 
share and give access to Research Products. Databases are used to share and give 
access to Research Products that are not intended as files described by metadata 
(e.g. big data collections, LOD, time-series databases, geospatial/maps databases, 
etc.). Resource catalogues offer discovery functionalities over a set of EOSC Data 
Sources by collecting their metadata collections. 
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EOSC Research Prod-
uct: 

an EOSC Resource that is the result of a research process (e.g. publications, re-
search data, research software, other products) and is made accessible via an EOSC 
Data Source. Research Products are characterized/described by metadata to be 
used for citation, attribution, re-use, reproducibility, semantic linking, and finda-
bility. 

EOSC Catalogue: 
the list of all live EOSC Resources that can be requested by the EOSC System Users. 
It is a subset of the EOSC Portfolio and it populates the EOSC Registry. 

EOSC Portfolio:  
the internal list of EOSC Resources including those in preparation, live and discon-
tinued.  

EOSC System User: 
the role played by every actor (human or machine) exploiting the EOSC System. An 
EOSC System User might be further specialised in roles including EOSC End-users, 
EOSC Providers, EOSC System Managers, etc. 

EOSC End-user:  

an EOSC System User consuming Resources from the EOSC to accomplish a task. 
EOSC End-users can be Researchers, Research groups, Research communities, Re-
search projects, Research networks, Research managers, Research organisations, 
Students, Innovators, Businesses, Funders, Policy Makers, etc. 

EOSC Provider:  

an EOSC System User responsible for the provisioning of one or more Resources to 
the EOSC. EOSC Providers are organisations, a part of an organisation or a federa-
tion that manages and delivers Resources to End-Users. EOSC Providers can be: 
Resource Providers, Service Providers, Data (Source) Providers, Service Developers, 
Research Infrastructures, Distributed Research Infrastructures, Resource Aggrega-
tors, Thematic Clouds, Regional Clouds, etc. 

EOSC Registry In-
teroperability 
Framework:  

the framework that any EOSC Resource must comply with to be listed in the EOSC 
Registry. The framework includes among others the EOSC Portal Profiles, the EOSC 
Onboarding Process, the EOSC Rules of Participation, and the EOSC Portal Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces. The framework also defines the workflows, the APIs, 
the formats, the legal framework, the SLA that similar Registries operated by re-
search infrastructures or clusters must comply to be aggregated by the corre-
sponding EOSC Registries. 

EOSC Portal Profiles:  

the standard scheme for the representation of resource-related information in the 
EOSC Registry. The following typologies are currently envisaged: the EOSC Provider 
Profile, the EOSC Resource Profile. The Profiles include structured classifications of 
various EOSC Registry attributes for their harmonized descriptions. 

EOSC Onboarding 
Process:  

the process that an EOSC Provider must follow to onboard the provider and their 
resources in the EOSC Registry. 

EOSC Rules of Partic-
ipation:  

the principles defined by the EOSC Governance to drive the processes enacting an 
actor to play the role of EOSC System User (and any specialization of it). 

EOSC Portal Applica-
tion Programming 
Interfaces:  

a set of standard APIs that allow for the onboarding, update, export of EOSC Re-
source descriptions and related information from the EOSC Registry. 
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Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

AAI Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure 

API Application Programming Interface 

ARMs 
Aggregators, Repositories and Marketplaces of thematic and national/regional initiatives and 
clusters 

AARP Authorized Representative of the Provider 

DT Description Template 

EC European Commission 

EOSC European Open Science Cloud 

EPFNFR EOSC Portal Functional and Non-Functional Requirements 

EPOP EOSC Portal Onboarding Process 

EPOT EOSC Portal Onboarding Team 

EPDT EOSC Portal Development Team 

EPQAP EOSC Portal Quality Assurance Process 

EPQT EOSC Portal Quality Team 

ERA European Research Area 

ESFRI European Strategic Framework for Research Infrastructure 

ERIF EOSC Registry Interoperability Framework 

HPC High Performance Computing 

ICT Information and Communications Technology 

IP Intellectual Property 

IT Information Technology 

ITIL Information Technology Infrastructure Library 

ITSM IT Service Management 

NGI National Grid Initiative 

NOAD National Open Access Desk 

NREN National Research and Education Network 

QA Quality Assurance 

RIs Research Infrastructures 

RoP Rules of Participation 

RP Resource Provider 

SDT Service Description Template 
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SMS Service Management System 

SOCRM Service Order and Customer Relationship Management 

SPM Service Portfolio Management 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 

WG Working Groups 
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EOSC Enhance Mission  
EOSC Enhance pursues the following Mission:  

1) Facilitate interoperability of EOSC Providers & Resources across all scientific disciplines. 

2) Enhance the discoverability of EOSC Resources by EOSC End-Users. 

3) Establish the EOSC Portal as one of the Distribution Points/Points of Access for the EOSC Resources. 

4) Consult with the EOSC ecosystem key results to allow for wide adoption and underpin interoperability. 

The mission is realised by the following Goals: 

a) EOSC Enhance facilitates interoperability of EOSC Providers and Resources across scientific disciplines  

by focusing on processes, specifications, guidelines, tools and APIs to support EOSC Providers in making 

them interoperable, by linking up thematic and regional/national Providers, public and commercial, gate-

ways, aggregators and marketplaces and by applying the emerging EOSC Rules of Participation (RoP). 

b) EOSC Enhance improves the discoverability of EOSC Resources by EOSC End-Users 

by further developing and widening the EOSC Registry, through the integration of additional Resources 

(Services, Data Sources and Research Products) notably the ESFRI clusters and thematic and geographic 

clouds, with further technical enhancement of the functionalities for EOSC Providers (Open APIs, AAI) 

and EOSC End-Users (search and comparison tools, etc.).  

c) EOSC Enhance consolidates the EOSC Portal as one point of access for researchers  

through the facilitation and continuous enhancement of findability and discoverability -by appropriately 

design of the UI for example- inherent building blocks addressed in the EOSC Enhance project - that will 

make this possible. 

d) EOSC Enhance consult with the EOSC ecosystem key results to allow for wide adoption and underpin 

interoperability 

a) By discussing and agreeing with ESFRI clusters and regional/national portals the critical technical aspects 

and features of the EOSC Portal and by channelling to the EOSC Governance bodies the outcomes for 

approval and adoption. 
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Executive Summary  
D3.1  provides the functional and architectural specifications of the EOSC Portal functionality for Providers 

(Providers Component), including the software architecture, the list of functional specifications correspond-

ing to the requirements collected, as well as the design of the UI of the Providers Component. 

The agile implementation of EOSC Portal components builds upon existing efforts and reuse/extend technol-

ogies developed in the eInfraCentral project for the management of Catalogues and on the blueprint and 

operational guidelines for accounting, order management and service request management developed by 

the EOSC-hub project. D3.1 reports on the results of the activities of the WP3 during the first 12 months of 

the projects and more specifically provides: 

The unified model of the catalogue of the EOSC portal, which is called EOSC profiles 3.00 along with the main 

entities stored in the database. It also presents the process and steps taken for migrating the catalogues from 

eInfraCentral and EOSC hub projects to the new model and unifying them into a single resource and provider 

catalogue.  

The unified logical architecture of the EOSC Portal, its main components, the technologies used and the func-

tionality each one of them offers to the different EOSC portal users. It also provides an overview of the parts 

that EOSC Enhance contributes to the overall EOSC ecosystem and architectural guidelines posed by the EOSC 

Architecture Working Group (EOSC AWG).  

The functional and non-functional specifications of the EOSC Portal for users representing EOSC providers. 

Specifications capture the list of requirements gathered by the EOSC Portal user requirements process. They 

are organized based on the functionality they cover and their progress status as of M12 is reported as well 

as the plan for the implementation of new functionality in the next year of the project.   

Finally, it provides an overview of the main UI screens offered to providers towards the implementation of 

the prescribed specifications.  
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1 Introduction 
This document presents the results of the WP3 activities related to the design of the EOSC portal architecture 

in the context of EOSC Enhance and the implementation of the Providers’ Component which offers function-

ality towards users representing EOSC providers. WP3 is focused on the design and development of the EOSC 

Portal functionalities offered towards a diverse variety of organisations contributing EOSC resources, includ-

ing RIs, e-Infrastructures, commercial providers as well as pan-European e-Infrastructures, thematic and re-

gional clouds, etc. The EOSC Portal will offer via a single user interface, the tools to assist those providers in 

seamlessly integrating their resources into the Resource, to make them discoverable and to monitor the up-

take of their offerings in the EOSC Portal. WP3 objectives include: 

• Design of the functional specifications that support EOSC providers in contributing EOSC resources 

to the EOSC Portal 

• Implementation of the onboarding process for registering EOSC resources to the EOSC Portal via the 

relative catalogues 

• Integration in the EOSC Portal of order management for handling new service requests by the end-

users of the EOSC Portal 

• Implementation of analysis and visualization services for EOSC providers to view and analyse the 

uptake of their offerings and user feedback in the ESOC Portal 

• Specifications and implementation of the open APIs for enabling exchange of information related to 

resource updates and resource usage with the EOSC Portal 

The development of these components builds upon existing efforts and reuse/extend technologies devel-

oped in the eInfraCentral project for the management of Catalogues and on the blueprint and operational 

guidelines for accounting, order management and service request management developed by the EOSC-hub 

project. D3.1 reports on the results of the activities of the WP3 during the first 12 months of the projects and 

more specifically provides: 

• The unified model of the catalogue of the EOSC portal, which is called EOSC profiles 3.00 along with 

the main entities stored in the database. It also presents the process and steps taken for migrating 

the catalogues from eInfraCentral and EOSC hub projects to the new model and unifying them into 

a single resource and provider catalogue.  

• The unified logical architecture of the EOSC Portal, its main components, the technologies used and 

the functionality each one of them offers to the different EOSC portal users. It also provides an over-

view of the parts that EOSC Enhance contributes to the overall EOSC ecosystem and architectural 

guidelines posed by the EOSC Architecture Working Group (EOSC AWG).  

• The functional and non-functional specifications of the EOSC Portal for users representing EOSC pro-

viders. Specifications capture the list of requirements gathered by the EOSC Portal user requirements 

process. They are organized based on the functionality they cover and their progress status as of M12 

is reported. 

• Finally, D3.1 provides an overview of the main UI screens offered to providers towards the imple-

mentation of the prescribed specifications.  
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2 EOSC Portal Catalogue model  

2.1 EOSC Profiles 3.0 

One of the main objectives of EOSC Enhance is to further develop the Catalogue of Resources of the EOSC 

Portal. The underlying model of the Catalogue is the EOSC Profiles (v3.00). It models two main entities: The 

provider entity and the resources this provider onboards in the Catalogue. The metadata of these two entities 

are called Profiles (used to be called Service Description Template in prior version of the model).  

  

Figure 1: Overview of the Data Model of the catalogue of the EOSC Portal. 

As depicted in Figure 1, the main building block within the data model is the Resource. A Resource is identified 

by a persistent unique ID, which is generated by the Portal during the creation/addition of the resource in 

the catalogue and described by a set of attributes.  

A Resource is offered and managed by a Provider, identified by a Provider ID. A Provider is also described by 

a set of attributes, according to the respective Profile. A Provider Manager is responsible to manage (add, 

update, maintain) the Provider’s profile.  

A Resource is associated with one or more performance indicators (Resource Level Targets), which are used 

for defining indicator measurements.  

A Resource is characterised by a set of usage statistics collected by the Portal (e.g. the number of visits on a 

Resource page, number of orders on the Provider page, number of favourites, average ratings, etc.). These 

Statistics are reported to the Provider, who later reports them to the Funder. 
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An Authenticated (registered) User is a user who can login in the Portal and generate events for a Resource, 

such as rate a Resource, add a Resource to the favourites, update a Resource, etc. An Authenticated User 

may belong to a Provider meaning they would be authorised to manage and monitor the Resources of that 

provider (e.g. add a Resource, update a Resource, etc).  

The Profiles, i.e., attributes, data formats, and constraints have been thoroughly described in Deliverable 2.2.  

2.2 Migration of EOSC Portal to the Resource and Provider Profiles v3.00 

This section outlines the steps needed to migrate existing data in the two catalogues into the single EOSC 

Portal Registry which will be compliant to the latest Profiles v3.00.  

There were different efforts which have produced an initial list of resources for the EOSC Portal catalogue. 

• eInfraCentral Catalogue described resources based on eInfraCentral’s model (called eInfraCentral 

Service Description Template v1.13) 

• EOSC-hub Onboarding team collected services based on EOSC-Hub model (SDT v1.3.0) . A subset of 

EOSC-hub’s resources  with fewer attributes was exposed as the public catalogue of the Marketplace.  

Until November 2019, onboarding was enabled in both catalogues, thus leading to non-compatible resource 

information hosted in the two catalogues. Afterwards, EOSC-hub operated the onboarding of new resources 

in the catalogue. Still the different catalogues were not harmonized under a single schema, nor a single da-

tabase. One of the primary goals of EOSC Enhance was to close this gap and bridge together the different 

efforts under a single model (EOSC Profiles 3.00), single list of resources (single catalogue), a harmonized 

onboarding process and upgrade SW components to be compliant with the new model. The EOSC portal 

will maintain a single Catalogue of resources, in which Front End components as well as API will interact to 

add/remove/update information. Towards this goal, two main activities were performed in parallel: i) The 

migration of the resource descriptions from the old model to the latest EOSC Profiles and the merging/dedu-

plication of the catalogues; and ii) the upgrade of existing and the addition of new functionality to the soft-

ware of the EOSC Providers Component, the APIs and the EOSC marketplace such they can provide support 

to the to the new model. These parallel processes are shown in Figure 2.  

On the data migration process, the basic activities/steps included the mapping of the schemas of previous 

models to the current EOSC Profiles 3.00, the backup of online catalogues to staging environments where 

migration scripts were prepared and validated and the merging of the different lists into a temporary cata-

logue based on the new model. This temporary catalogue was processed for eliminating inconsistencies in-

cluding duplicate entries, and missing information. The result is a single catalogue of resources and providers 

which was made available in a beta environment to providers for validating their entries.  

On the software upgrade process, the two development teams (UoA and CYFRONET) of the providers and 

end user component of the EOSC Portal, respectively, informed users about the upcoming upgrades. Next, 

software modules (described in detail in Section 3 with the EOSC Portal’s architecture) were redesigned to 

be compatible with the new EOSC Profiles, deployed in beta environments and thoroughly tested (UI tests, 

Integration Tests, Security Test) and improvements were made. After the testing phase, the different com-

ponents were deployed to the production environments and the single catalogue of resources was loaded in 
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the EOSC Registry. In addition, documentation for the use of the components as well as a feedback mecha-

nism was established for EOSC Portal users. 

 

Figure 2. Migration of Data and EOSC Portal Software to EOSC Profiles 3.00 
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3 EOSC Portal Components and Logical Architecture  

This section provides the architecture design of the EOSC Portal. It first presents past and current efforts by 

other projects and EOSC Architecture Working group and then presents the architecture of the EOSC Portal 

as being developed by EOSC Enhance.  

3.1 EOSC Enhance developments in the EOSC Ecosystem 

This first version of the EOSC Portal was built on the experience and technology of major pan-European e-

Infrastructures, universities and research infrastructures through the collective effort of eInfraCentral, EOSC-

Hub, OpenAIRE-Advance and the EOSCsecretariat.eu. It attracted an already large number of EOSC providers, 

i.e. Aggregators, Repositories and Marketplaces of thematic and national/regional initiatives and clusters 

(ARMs), Research Infrastructures (RIs) and Service and Resource Providers (SRPs). Among them: EGI, EUDAT, 

GEANT, OpenAIRE, PRACE, OpenMinTeD, CompBioMed, AGINFRA+, BlueBRIDGE, West- Life, OpenRiskNet, 

PhenoMeNal, VI-SEEM, FIGSHARE, T-Systems, Exoscale, SixSq, BIOEXCEL, CLARIN, Copernicus, D4Science, 

ECOPOTENTIAL, ELIXIR, EO Pillar, Europeana, ESA, GBIF, gCube, GEP, GEOSS, GEO, INSTRUCT-ERIC, IRD, OBIS, 

SeaDataCloud, WeNMR, etc., offering more than 300 resources to European researchers and counting. 

The development and operation of the EOSC Portal is being continued through the collective effort of EOSC 

Enhance, EOSC-Hub, OpenAIRE-Advance and the EOSCsecretariat.eu projects. EOSC portal follows a modular 

open architecture with its components being loosely integrated into a single solution. EOSC Portal is one of 

the Core EOSC Services and has tight dependencies with other EOSC Core Services as well as it communicates 

with services from the EOSC Exchange. 

EOSC Portal architectural approach in EOSC Enhance embraces the mission and vision of the EOSC (as recently 

described in the EOSC Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda and taking into account and contributing to 

many past/ongoing architectural and conceptual efforts as  

• initially depicted by the “Tinman” document from the EOSC Sustainability WG  

• further expanded via the collaboration between EOSC-Hub, OpenAIRE-Advance and eInfraCentral 
(up to mid-2019),  

• the work of EOSC Fair WG on the EOSC Interoperability Framework 

• and most notably the activities, drafts and outputs being produced by the EOSC Architecture WG 
(EAWG) since November 2019.  

The envisioned conceptual approaches consider the EOSC as a “System of Systems”, a collection of tools, 

technologies and standards that facilitate the interaction, composition and added-value provisioning of re-

sources coming from research communities. A high-level conceptual architecture, prepared for discussion in 

EOSC WG1, is depicted in Figure 3 with its components belonging to:  

• EOSC-Core: provides core services to support the basic operations of EOSC, including the main access 
mechanism to research-enabling services, which is the EOSC Portal and its components. EOSC portal 
is composed of the EOSC Demand Portal serving end users wishing to access, discover, order 

 
1 EOSC Functions Sketch, by OpenAIRE-Advance and EOSC-Hub for discussion by the Architecture WG (March 2020) 

https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/news-opinion/eosc-strategic-research-and-innovation-agenda-version-08
https://eoscsecretariat.eu/eosc-sustainability-wg-outputs
https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/eosc-liaison-platform/post/eosc-interoperability-framework-out-comment
https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/working-groups/architecture-working-group
https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/working-groups/architecture-working-group
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resources and the EOSC Supply Portal serving users wishing to provide and connect resources to the 
ecosystem. The Core also contains systems and tools that offer support, helpdesk, accounting, mon-
itoring, and generic reusable services that can facilitate providers to engage in EOSC. 

• EOSC-Exchange: includes all resources operated at and provided by the EOSC community, including 
scientific clusters, regional projects, national organisations, and industry.  

• EOSC Interoperability framework: provides the tools, semantics, and technologies for the orchestra-
tion of all Core and Exchange services into a harmonized ecosystem. 

 

Figure 3: EOSC high-level conceptual architecture envisioned by EOSC WG 

It should be noted that: 

• EOSC portal is serving as one of the many entry points in the overall EOSC ecosystem; other entry 
points including e-Infrastructures, regional and thematic portals as well as project-oriented cata-
logues of resources will offer the ability to users to discover, explore, access and use resources be-
longing to EOSC offerings. 

• EOSC portal is one of the many core services offered by the EOSC ecosystem to a variety of stake-
holders, including providers of resources, researchers, scientific communities, research administra-
tors, policy makers and funders. Other core services including PID providers, AAI services, helpdesks, 
open science and training services, accounting and order management will communicate with the 
catalogue services of the EOSC portal. EOSC is an evolving ecosystem, with its architecture and in-
teroperability framework being extended with new modules and functionality.  

The parts of the envisioned architecture, to which EOSC Enhance will contribute through its development 

activities, are highlighted in green. EOSC Enhance focuses on the maintenance, model harmonization and 

development of components of the EOSC Portal. More specifically, it contributes to  

• A unified catalogue of resources 

• Services to providers for onboarding a new provider, managing resources, managing orders and mon-
itoring usage statistics as part of the Supply Portal.  
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• APIs to external systems to programmatically manage the catalogue of resources.  

• Services to end users to discover, search, personalize and order resources and dynamic content 
hosted in the catalogue. 

• A website for end users with static content, such as news, guidelines, specifications, etc. 

The above components are being developed in the context of Enhance, following an open and modular ar-

chitecture, which is described in more details in the next section. 

3.2 EOSC Portal components and Architecture Design 

The architecture design of the EOSC portal components that is being developed in the context of EOSC En-

hance is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: EOSC Portal Components developed by EOSC Enhance 

EOSC Portal Registry is the storage component offering the necessary programmatic interfaces (see interop-

erability layer below) for the addition, modification, and access to information regarding providers, re-

sources and user activity collected in EOSC portal. It contains 

• information for resources and providers entered by providers during the onboarding process, 

• information collected by the interaction of the Providers users with the Portal and specifically with 

the Providers Component for the management and customization of their offering. Such type of in-

formation includes updates and changes applied to a resource offered by a provider.  

• information collected by the interaction of the End users with the Portal and specifically with the End 

User Component, including statistics for the end user visitation, orders, personalization features such 

as user ratings, favourites, user profiles. 

• Registry Administration: It offers functionality to validate / approve / curate the contents of the EOSC 

Portal Registry. More specifically, it offers functionality for users in the EOSC Portal Onboarding team 

to manage incoming requests for the validation of a provider's or a resource registration, as well as 

perform a series of quality controls in the contents of the registry. 
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Regarding its relationship with other providers catalogues and Service Portfolio Management Systems, it 

must be noted that the EOSC Portal Registry gathers, contains and offers a publicly available catalogue, i.e. 

EOSC catalogue and other information that we use for internal purposes, e.g. contact information, statistics, 

etc. Furthermore, this is not a Portfolio, nor it intends to offer such functionality. The EOSC Portal is not a 

Provider (at least for the great majority of Resources) but rather a "catalogue of catalogues". 

EOSC Portal Providers Component (EOSC Portal's Supply Portal in the EOSC ARCHWG diagram): It offers 

functionality to users representing a Provider organization, who wish to onboard their organization and 

onboard resources in the EOSC Portal registry, to manage and customize the way offerings are presented to 

end users and finally to gain insights on a multitude of usage statistics, user-generated events and statistics 

collected in the Portal. Offered functionality include: 

• Onboarding service, which implements the EOSC portal onboarding process, i.e., the registration of 

a new Provider and the registration of Resources managed by a Provider. Onboarding services will 

target authenticated users who will be able to onboard either via a Web-based step wise process or 

programmatically by using the EOSC Registry's APIs. 

• Resource Management service: It offers the functionality for users to view the list of resources as-

signed to their organization and manage all characteristics of their offerings. Resource management 

will also enable users to "activate"/"deactivate" a resource in the EOSC Portal, to assign it to catego-

ries or other classification schemes (e.g., scientific domain, TRL, etc), to manage the different versions 

of a resource and add new users who will be responsible for managing the offerings of a provider.  

• Order Management service: This service will allow users of a provider to customize the specific char-

acteristics / options that will be orderable via the EOSC portal User component. It communicates with 

the underlying order management component, which implements the core logic of order configura-

tion management and communication with external order management systems. These characteris-

tics are part of the resource profile and allows for users to define orderable parts of it that can be 

ordered via the portal. Order management, i.e., the monitoring and delivery of an order will not be 

offered by the providers' component; instead, external order management systems (e.g. a provider 

can use its own CRM / Order management system) can receive order events from the portal, which 

will be further processed according to each provider's order management process. 

• Providers Dashboard: It will serve as the UI entry point of a provider's users. The dashboard will offer 

an overview to the users for the list of providers, it represents, the list of resources and their proper-

ties including a history of changes applied to a resource. The dashboard will also give access to a rich 

set of statistics, which are collected by the EOSC portal and will be associated with resources and 

providers onboarded in the EOSC Registry. These include usage statistics, such as views and visits for 

a resource, aggregated views and visits for all resources offered by a provider, search related statis-

tics which are associated with a provider, orders placed for a resource, ratings, recommendations 

offered to users related to a resource and finally favourites that users add in the EOSC portal. All 

information related to user interaction will be collected by the User Component and stored in the 

EOSC Registry, such that it can be analysed and offered to the providers dashboard. 

EOSC Portal Users Component: (EOSC Demand Portal in the EOSC ARCHWG diagram): It offers functionality 

to end users of the EOSC Portal; both unauthenticated and authenticated can have access to functionality 

regarding the discovery of resources (via keyword search), browsing of the EOSC Portal resources, comparing 
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resources from different providers, and presenting details (characteristics and orderable parts of a resource). 

Authenticated users will have access to personalized features, including management of their user profile, 

resource recommendations targeting their profile, ability to order and rate resources, etc. 

EOSC Portal Content Component (EOSC Portal Website in the EOSC ARCHWG diagram): It offers informative 

content to end users of the EOSC Portal, including a section for news, for projects being part of EOSC, etc. 

Content in the static part of the EOSC portal is managed by an editorial team. 

EOSC Portal Order Management component: This module implements the core logic of order configuration, 

management and communication with external order management systems and the delivery of services to 

users via the EOSC channel. Order configuration will allow for provider users to define orderable parts of a 

resource contained in the Portal which can be ordered via the portal. Order management, i.e., the monitoring 

and delivery of an order will not be offered by the providers' component; instead external order management 

systems (e.g. a provider can use its own CRM / Order management system) can receive order events from 

the portal, which will be further processed according to each provider's order management process. 

EOSC Portal Interoperability Layer (Application programming interfaces): The EOSC Portal Registry exposes 

the following ways for interacting with the other modules of the EOSC portal (Providers, End Users, and Order 

Management) as well as with external systems and services of the EOSC exchange. These are: 

• REST APIs (for enabling synchronous communication). All registry content is available in the form 

open REST APIs in https://api.eosc-portal.eu/openapi for both XML and JSON representation sche-

mas. In general, all get methods are open, whereas POST and PUT require an API key. 

• Apache Active MQ2 (for enabling asynchronous communication). An SSL JMS messaging service ena-

bles the subscription of clients to registry-generating events, regarding CRUD operations on provid-

ers and resources. 

• ResourceSync3 (for enabling harvesting). The registry will offer a resource sync API, which can be 

harvested by external systems- harvesters-. 

The Interoperability layer will offer functionality for the automatic population and synchronisation of re-

sources and providers’ metadata from providers as well as APIs to export data to third-party stakeholders. 

The EOSC Portal itself and each resource are described by a clear set of metadata, defined by the EOSC Pro-

files 3.0 and instantiated in JSON Schema. Furthermore, each resource keeps a placeholder for a Persistent 

ID (PID) for its unique reference throughout EOSC. As of now the IDs for providers and resources are gener-

ated by the portal based on unique characteristics of the resource during resource onboarding, such as the 

Provider, the resource internal ID and the resource version. However, this placeholder can store PIDs gener-

ated by any valid EOSC-complaint PID infrastructure. 

An indicative list of API calls, which will be supported, is presented below, noting that the list will be en-

riched/adapted through the course of the project: 

• Retrieve Information about a resource, such as:  

 
2 http://activemq.apache.org/ 
3 http://www.openarchives.org/rs/toc 

https://api.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
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• the most current version of a specific resource, providing the resource ID; 

• all versions of a resource, providing the resource ID; 

• a past version of a specific resource, providing the resource ID and a version identifier; 

• a list of resources based on a set of IDs; 

• a list of all resources in the EOC Portal; 

• a list of resources offered by a Provider; 

• all resources in the EOSC Portal organised by an attribute, e.g. by categories; 

• a list of resources based on a set of filters. 

• Retrieve information about a Provider such as:  

• Provider’s data providing the provider ID; 

• a list of all providers in the EOSC Portal;  

• Retrieve auxiliary information about list of values (i.e. vocabularies) of EOSC Profiles, such as:  

• all categories/subcategories; 

• the values of enumerated fields in the resource description. 

3.3 EOSC Portal technologies and licencing  

The EOSC Portal components described in the previous section will be built on top of existing software pro-

duced by previous projects and partners of the consortium, adjusting and extending the functionality to ac-

commodate all new requirements posed by the project. The components underlying the different sections 

of the portal are entirely based on open sourced software and combined in a modular architecture. Namely: 

• The EOSC Providers Component, APIs and Portal Registry are based on the UoA’s resource catalogue 

software tool, which is already used for building the eInfraCentral, OpenAIRE and the OpenMinted 

catalogues, distributed under GNU GPL v3.0 (https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html). The data-

base of the catalogue is PostgreSQL, released under the PostgreSQL License, a liberal Open Source 

license, similar to the BSD or MIT licenses. The software used for enabling keyword search and fac-

eted browsing is Elastic Search, released under an Apache2.0 licence. All visualization libraries are 

open source (Highcharts, d3js, Leaflet maps). All extensions to the software will follow the same li-

censing pattern. As such, the software will be available as Open Source and made accessible through 

the GitHub repository ( https://github.com/madgeek-arc/resource-catalogue). The collaboration, 

code review, and code management will be empowered by publicly accessible issue tracker tool. 

• The section for the End-Users is based on software provided by Cyfronet, which has already proven 

to work as the EOSC Hub Marketplace and was built on the legacy of knowledge gathered through 

the implementation of Marketplace for EGI Engage project. The source code of the application is 

freely available on the GitHub platform (https://github.com/cyfronet-fid/marketplace ) and distrib-

uted under open source GNU GPL v3.0 license. The source code is developed using Ruby language 

(released under GPL v2 and open source Ruby License) on top of Ruby on Rails framework (released 

under MIT license). As a database platform PostgreSQL, released under the open source PostgreSQL 

License, is used. Elastic Search (released under an Apache2.0 licence) is used for the text indexation 

and search. The source code is developed using plethora of open source libraries and tools e.g. Puma 

server (BSD 3-Clause), Sidekiq (LGPLv3), Webpack (MIT), Omniauth (MIT), Turbolinks (MIT). 

https://github.com/madgeek-arc/resource-catalogue
https://github.com/madgeek-arc/resource-catalogue
http://www.opensource.org/licenses/postgresql
https://www.elastic.co/subscriptions
http://www.highcharts.com/
https://d3js.org/
http://leafletjs.com/
https://github.com/cyfronet-fid/marketplace
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• The section for the EOSC coordinating and contributing projects, the EOSC Governance, the EOSC 

Policy Framework, Best Practices and Use Cases is based on the widely used open source CMS Drupal. 

Drupal is a content management system (CMS). Drupal, and all contributed files that are derivative 

works of Drupal, are licensed under the GNU General Public License, version 2 or later. 

3.4 Users of the EOSC Portal 

EOSC Portal recognizes different user roles, with each role having access to different sets of functionalities 

offered by the different components. Unregistered users are able to exploit the core facilities of the platform, 

which consist in service search, browsing and comparison, as well as a subset of aggregate statistics and 

visualizations on resources. Registered RI users obtain access to advanced functionality, including personal-

ized views of the catalogue’s content, as well as the ability to provide user feedback and access notifications 

and recommendations to/from the platform in several forms. Provider users are responsible for registering 

and managing resources in the platform, representing essentially the resource providing organization; con-

sequently, they are granted access to additional functionality related to their role. Funders/ Policy maker are 

users coming from policy and funding agencies, having access to dashboards and views of the catalogue re-

lated to the funding source. Finally, members of the Onboarding team and administrators of the portal reg-

istry are responsible for the management of the onboarding process and the content in the catalogue. Next, 

a more detailed presentation for each user role is provided. 

3.4.1 Unregistered users 

Unregistered (non-authenticated) users comprise a core target group of the platform as they include a num-

ber of individual stakeholders with different interests that need to have access to resources for their work or 

research. These users have access to the main browsing and searching functionalities of the EOSC End user 

services, i.e., the Catalogue and the Marketplace. They can browse and search the catalogue for resources 

related to their interests and needs and they can select specific ones to get information about their charac-

teristics and KPIs. They can also compare resources with similar ones of the same category. 

3.4.2 Registered users 

User registration provides to the end users access to additional functionality, mainly profiling, personalization 

and rating. By filling in information on their profile and interests, they can have the possibility to access per-

sonalized contents by selecting resources or categories of interest, have personalized views of the resource 

catalogue, which will provide focused presentation of specific parts of the catalogue that are relevant to their 

interests and profile. They will also be able, if they wish, to rate the resource they access, place orders and 

mark resources in a favourite list. A special case of registered users concerns the role of Funders\Policy mak-

ers, with access to visualizations and statistics about the catalogue resources and their distribution based on 

the funding agencies.  

3.4.3 Provider users 

Provider users can access the same advanced functionality of the registered RI users and in addition they 

have the possibility to follow the onboarding process and onboard their resources in the platform, have ac-

cess and can manage all resources coming from their providers and access rich statistics and visualization in 

https://www.drupal.org/about/licensing#drupal-license
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/gpl-2.0.html
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the provider dashboard. In addition, they can use the APIs to programmatically manage the resources their 

provider is offering in the EOSC portal.  

3.4.4 EOSC Portal Onboarding team members 

Finally, the portal onboarding team members are registered users, being primarily responsible for the man-

agement of the onboarding process, and the approval and curation of the content being registered in the 

catalogue of the EOSC Portal. They have full control over the catalogue contents, i.e., can view all the re-

sources in the catalogue, update, delete and ask from provider user to update or validate their entries.  
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4 Specifications of the Providers Component  

This section provides the functional and non-functional specifications of the Providers Components based on 

the user requirements initially presented in Deliverable D2.2. This deliverable presents the specifications of 

the Portal Registry and the Providers Component whereas D4.1 and D4.2 present the specifications (including 

UI/UX modelling and functionality) of the end-users’ component.  

4.1 Functional Specifications 

Requirements collected in WP2 are mapped to functional specifications of the EOSC Portal services towards 

SRPs. The providers section of the EOSC portal primarily targets authenticated users. They are users 

who serve as representatives of the organization providing resources in the Catalogue of the EOSC 

portal. The offered functionality and the specifications are split into the following areas (following 

the categorization of the URs in D2.2.)  

EOSC Portal Onboarding and Providers Dashboard specifications: They refer to the functionality offered to 

users who represent an organization serving as provider of resources in the EOSC Portal. This functionality 

covers the onboarding resources in the Portal, the management of onboarded resources and the view of 

usage statistics that refer to these resources. 

EOSC Portal Catalogue Interoperability Specifications: They include the Application Programming Specifica-

tions that EOSC portal will make available for external systems to retrieve and update information in the 

EOSC portal.  

EOSC Portal Onboarding Team Specifications: They describe the functionalities offered towards the members 

of the EOSC portal onboarding team (EPOT), for managing the registration of providers and resources in the 

catalogue. 

EOSC Funding Agencies and Policy Makers Specifications: They describe the functionalities offered towards 

other types of stakeholders, such funders and policy agencies. 

For brevity, the detailed presentation of the specifications is moved in Appendix. An overview of these specs 

is presented in Table 1, with the status for each specification. These specifications will guide the development 

and release process of the SW in EOSC Portal. They will be updated and amended by the activities in WP5 

and the Requirement Gathering process documented in D2.2. which specifies the way and roles of people 

involved in the gathering assessment and prioritization of the requirements coming from EOSC portal users. 

The status is either in planning, development, or operational phase, i.e.,  

• Planning: the specification is under review by the business analysis and the development team. Its 

design and implementation details are not defined yet and needs further investigation on whether 

the specification will be implemented. 

• Development: the specification has been reviewed and approved for implementation and is in the 

backlog for implementation. It is in the design/development/testing/integration phase.  
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• Operational. the specification has been reviewed by the requirements gathering team and approved 

for implementation. It has been implemented, tested and put in operation in the production envi-

ronment of the EOSC Portal.  

Table 1: Overview of Functional Specifications of the Providers component 

Functional Specification Status 
Due to 

(estimation) 

EOSC Portal Onboarding and Providers Dashboard specifications 

FS-ERPI-01 Onboard an organization as new provider following the Onboarding 
Process. 

Operational - 

FS-ERPI-02 Add administrators to an existing provider Operational - 

FS-ERPI-03 Login/Logout as a provider Operational - 

FS-ERPI-04 Edit the EOSC Provider profile Operational - 

FS-ERPI-05 Add a new resource Operational - 

FS-ERPI-06 Update a resource Operational - 

FS-ERPI-07 View list of resources associated with the provider Operational - 

FS-ERPI-08 View log of actions applied to a resource Operational - 

FS-ERPI-09 View statistics and visualizations for all resources of a provider Development 30-May-2021 

FS-ERPI-10 View statistics and visualizations for a specific resource of a pro-
vider 

Development 30-May-2021 

FS-ERPI-11 Publish or unpublish a resource Operational - 

FS-ERPI-12 Preview the details page of a resource  Operational - 

FS-ERPI-13 Add one or more business agreements for the delivery of an EOSC 
Resource 

Planning - 

FS-ERPI-14 Add one or more offerings for an EOSC Resource Planning - 

FS-ERPI-15 Delete a Provider Operational - 

FS-ERPI-16 Delete a resource Operational - 

FS-ERPI-17 Publish and update resource availability calendars Planning - 

FS-ERPI-18 Validate the accuracy of an EOSC resource profile Development 30-May-2021 

FS-ERPI-19 Request for review of a rejected EOSC Resource Development 30-May-2021 

FS-ERPI-20 Approve/Reject comments on an EOSC Resource Planning - 

EOSC Portal Catalogue Interoperability Specifications 

FS-CI-01 Update an EOSC Provider profile through API Operational - 

FS-CI-02 Add, Delete or Update an EOSC Resource profile through API Operational - 

FS-CI-03 Get metadata about EOSC resources and EOSC Providers Operational - 

FS-CI-04 Get values of all controlled vocabularies used in EOSC Profiles Operational - 

EOSC Portal Onboarding Team Specifications 

FS-EPMI-01 Login/Logout as a n EPOT Member Operational - 

FS-EPMI-02 View, Filter, Sort the list of EOSC Providers Operational - 

FS-EPMI-03 View, Filter, Sort the list of EOSC Resources Development 31-Dec-2020 

FS-EPMI-04 Approve/reject a new provider application Operational - 

FS-EPMI-05 Approve/reject a resource registration Operational - 

FS-EPMI-06 Escalate approval/rejection decision  Planning - 

FS-EPMI-07 Request clarification from a Provider Development 31-Dec-2020 

FS-EPMI-08 Request updates of outdated EOSC Resource descriptions Development 31-Dec-2020 

FS-EPMI-09 Moderate user comments and actions Planning - 

FS-EPMI-10 Manage vocabulary/classification content Planning - 
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EOSC Funding Agencies and Policy Makers Specifications 

FS-FAPM-01 View statistics and visualizations for all resources Development 30-May-2021 

For the specification documentation and the monitoring of the development progress, the internal Jira pro-

ject workspace of EOSC Enhance project is used. It must be noted that the above list presents the function-

ality offered to the Providers, based on the requirements collected in the first year of the project, and the 

progress made in their implementation. It is evolving based on the new requirements or changes for requests 

posed to the project. Regarding the specifications that are in planning status, most of them will be further 

investigated and decided upon their scope and prioritization for implementation in the next year of the pro-

ject.  

4.2 Non- Functional Specifications 

Next, the list of non-functional specifications is presented. Non-functional specifications are cross-portal re-

quirements which capture security, usability, performance, standardization, accessibility, compliance and 

scalability issues. The following table provides the list of the non-functional specifications as provided by the 

user requirements (UR) collection phase. Each specification addresses one UR and present the technical so-

lution - means of verification.  

Table 2 Non-Functional Specifications of the EOSC Portal 

ID Name Purpose 
Compo-

nent 
Technical Solution\mean of ver-

ification 

User  
Require-

ment 

NFS-
NOFU-

01 

Capacity of 
the EOSC Por-
tal on EOSC 
Providers  

The EOSC Portal efficiently 
manages (onboarding, 
search, profile) of up to 
10,000 records of EOSC Pro-
viders. 

Registry 

Postgres is used as the underly-
ing catalogue database, which 
can efficiently store >100K rec-

ords. Stress tests will be per-
formed 

UR-
NOFU-01 

NFS-
NOFU-

02 

Capacity of 
the EOSC Por-
tal on EOSC 
Resources 

The EOSC Portal efficiently 
manages (onboarding, 
search, statistics) of up to 
100,000 records of EOSC 
Resources. 

Registry 

Postgres is used as the underly-
ing catalogue database, which 
can efficiently store >100K rec-

ords. Stress tests will be per-
formed 

UR-
NOFU-02 

NFS-
NOFU-

03 

EOSC Portal 
interoperabil-
ity standards 

The EOSC Portal will adopt 
the Open API (Swagger) 
Specification for exposing 
the catalogue APIs accord-
ing to the prescribed func-
tionality of the EOSC Portal. 

API 
The EOSC Portal API will adopt 

the Open API 
UR-

NOFU-03 

NFS-
NOFU-

04 

EOSC Portal 
support for 
non-public 
REST services 

The EOSC Portal will sup-
port non-public REST ser-
vices with authentication 
and authorization mecha-
nism at each API endpoint 
for onboarding/ updat-
ing/importing EOSC Re-
source descriptions.  

API 
API requires authentication for 

POST\PUT methods 
UR-

NOFU-04 

NFS-
NOFU-

05 

EOSC Portal 
conformance 
to EOSC 

APIs and schema formats 
must conform to the EOSC 

API 
EOSC Portal API are Http REST 
API methods, JSON, and XML 

formats.  

UR-
NOFU-05 
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interoperabil-
ity specifica-
tions 

interoperability specifica-
tions.  

NFS-
NOFU-

06 

EOSC Portal 
code pub-
lished as open 
source 

The source code of the 
EOSC Portal will be made 
public with an open source 
license on GitHub.  

All 
Links to GITHUB repositories for 

the SW components will be 
available in EOSC Portal website 

UR-
NOFU-06 

NFS-
NOFU-

07 

Use of open 
source frame-
works, tools 
and standards 

For the development of the 
EOSC Portal, open source 
frameworks, tools and 
standards will be adopted 
(to the extent possible).  

All 
Technologies used for the SW 

components are based on FOSS 
(see section 3) 

UR-
NOFU-07 

NFS-
NOFU-

08 

EOSC Portal 
scalability  

The EOSC Portal will be able 
to efficiently handle a 
yearly increase by 40% in 
the number of onboarded 
EOSC Resources and in the 
total size of the database.  

Registry See NFS-NOFU-01 
UR-

NOFU-08 

NFS-
NOFU-

09 

EOSC Portal 
secure proto-
cols 

The EOSC Portal and API will 
be implemented over TLS or 
SSL protocols (HTTPS).  

API 
APIs are accessible over SSL 
protocols (HTTPS). Security 

tests will be performed 

UR-
NOFU-09 

NFS-
NOFU-

10 

EOSC Portal 
backup and 
recovery 

The EOSC Portal will sup-
port backup and recovery 
functionality, with a resto-
ration period of maximum 
24 hours.  

All 

The EOSC Portal backup will be 
incrementally performed once a 
day and a full back will be taken 

once a week. Backup files will 
be stored in external Storage 

areas.  

UR-
NOFU-10 

NFS-
NOFU-

11 

EOSC Portal 
authentication 
and authoriza-
tion 

The EOSC Portal will utilize 
an authentication/authori-
zation system agreed by the 
stakeholders.  

All 
All EOSC Portal components use 
the central EOSC portal AAI 

UR-
NOFU-11 

NFS-
NOFU-

12 

EOSC Portal 
access roles 

The EOSC Portal will sup-
port the following access 
roles/personas: 1) EOSC 
Unauthenticated End-Us-
ers, 2) EOSC Authenticated 
End-Users (with access to 
personalized information), 
3) EOSC Providers (or EOSC 
Providers), 4) EOSC Portal 
Managers, 5) OSC Funders 
and Policy Makers, 6) Third 
Party Catalogues/Portfo-
lios. 

All 

The users will be authenticated 
by EOSC portal AAI. Authoriza-
tion will be performed either 

from EOSC AAI or by each single 
component. 

UR-
NOFU-12 

NFS-
NOFU-

13 

EOSC Portal 
user inter-
faces 

The EOSC Portal will imple-
ment user-friendly forms to 
facilitate even inexperi-
enced users in onboarding 
an EOSC Resource and eas-
ily searching and browsing 
the EOSC Portal.  

All 
All web forms provide help sup-
port as well as feedback func-

tionality. 

UR-
NOFU-13 

NFS-
NOFU-

14 

EOSC Portal 
language 

The EOSC Portal supports 
only UK English in the inter-
face to the user. 

All 
All menus, web forms and mes-
sages for user interaction are in 

English  

UR-
NOFU-14 
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NFS-
NOFU-

15 

EOSC Portal 
Cookie han-
dling 

At the moment, Portal us-
ers are directed to a 'Privacy 
Policy' that is actually a link 
to the Cookie Toolkit but 
does not help the user to 
work out what type of 
cookie is used for what 
function. This should be im-
proved. Furthermore, the 
way that Cookies are man-
aged offers a confusing UX: 
if they close the window af-
ter logging into the Portal, 
then re-open the window, 
they are asked to log in 
again.  

All 
Cookie policy and privacy policy 
will be differently managed by 

the EOSC portal. 

UR-
NOFU-15 

NFS-
NOFU-

16 

EOSC Portal 
privacy policy  

The EOSC Portal will be fully 
compliant with GDPR and 
the adopted Privacy Policy 
of the EOSC portal.  

All 
Privacy policy based on GDPR 
assessment will be prepared. 

UR-
NOFU-16 

NFS-
NOFU-

17 

EOSC Portal 
Helpdesk 

The EOSC Portal will pro-
vide contact mail address 
for providing support to 
end users regarding issues 
with the EOSC Portal. The 
emails will be handled by 
qualified personnel within 
two working days. 

All 

Mail list for each EOSC portal 
component will be available. 
Also, EOSC Portal will use a 

helpdesk based on ticketing for 
handling request by users.  

UR-
NOFU-17 

NFS-
NOFU-

18 

EOSC Portal 
alignment 
with FAIR 
principles 

The EOSC Portal will align 
with the FAIR principles, fa-
cilitating the Findability, 
Availability, Interoperability 
and Reusability of the 
stored data.  

All 

FAIRness is enabled via Finda-
bility: the search functionality 
of the EOSC Marketplace, Ac-

cessibility: the catalogue web UI 
and APIs that offer open access 
to resources, Interoperability 
and Reusability: the metadata 

of the EOSC Profiles 

UR-
NOFU-18 

NFS-
NOFU-

19 

EOSC Portal 
system re-
quirements 
documenta-
tion 

The requirements of the 
EOSC Portal will be docu-
mented as User Require-
ments and transformed 
into Functional and Non-
Functional Specifications of 
the EOSC Portal. 

All 
Managed in EOSC Portal inter-
nal Project Management work-

space. 

UR-
NOFU-19 

NFS-
NOFU-

20 

EOSC Portal 
system design 
and architec-
ture docu-
mentation 

The system design, archi-
tecture and technical deci-
sions will be documented in 
detail for future reference 
and extensibility of the 
EOSC Portal. 

All 
D3.1 provides the documenta-

tion 
UR-

NOFU-20 

NFS-
NOFU-

21 

EOSC Portal 
users’ manual 

Detailed user manuals on 
the functionality of the 
EOSC Portal will be pre-
pared, covering all roles of 
the EOSC Portal. 

Content 
User manuals will be available 
in EOSC portal Content compo-

nent 

UR-
NOFU-21 
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NFS-
NOFU-

22  

Accessibility of 
the EOSC Por-
tal  

The EOSC Portal will comply 
with the European Union 
(EU) Directive on the Acces-
sibility of Websites and Mo-
bile Applications 

All 
EOSC Portal will comply to the 

EU standards 

UR-
NOFU-22 

 

NFS-
NOFU-

23  

Availability of 
the EOSC Por-
tal 

The availability of the EOSC 
Portal will start from 95% 
during the beta versions 
and will reach 99,9% at the 
end of the EOSC Enhance 
project.  

All 

EOSC Portal will offer 99,9% 
availability by the end of EOSC 
enhance project. Monitoring of 
the components of EOSC portal 

will report on the metric. 

UR-
NOFU-23 

 

NFS-
NOFU-

24  

Capacity of 
the EOSC Por-
tal on regis-
tered users  

The EOSC Portal will be able 
to efficiently manage 
(onboarding, profile) up to 
2,000,000 users. 

All Stress tests will be performed 
UR-

NOFU-24 
 

NFS-
NOFU-

25  

Capacity of 
the EOSC Por-
tal on concur-
rent users  

The EOSC Portal will be able 
to efficiently manage up to 
1,000 concurrent users. 

All Stress tests will be performed 
UR-

NOFU-25 
 

NFS-
NOFU-

26 

EOSC Portal 
persistent 
identifiers   

The EOSC Providers, EOSC 
Resources in the catalogue 
should have persistent 
identifiers. 

Providers 

EOSC Profiles and Registry have 
a field that acts as placeholder 
for PIDs. PID issuance\resolu-

tion\handling is out of the 
scope of EOSC Enhance project.  

UR-
NOFU-26 

NFS-
NOFU-

27 

EOSC Portal 
Cookie Policy 

The EOSC Portal cookie pol-
icy will be GDPR and CCPA 
compliant and will be anno-
tated with proper meta-
tags for optimal search en-
gine optimization. 

Content 
The EOSC Portal cookie policy 

will be GDPR and CCPA compli-
ant 

UR-
NOFU-27 

NFS-
NOFU-

28 

EOSC Search 
Engine Opti-
mization 

The EOSC Portal content 
will be annotated with 
proper meta-tags for opti-
mal search engine optimiza-
tion. 

Content 
The EOSC Portal will provide 

meta information for SEO 
UR-

NOFU-28 
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5 Providers Component Front End Design 

The main components of the front end services offered by EOSC portal are: 

• A section for EOSC Providers to onboard and join the Portal following the EOSC Onboarding Process 

(OP) and employing the EOSC Resource Profiles (Profiles 3.0). They are also offered with dashboard 

tools for monitoring the usage of their Resource offerings. 

• A section for the EOSC End-Users to discover the EOSC Resources with a multitude of functionalities. 

It allows users to browse all EOSC Resources, to search and filter specific ones based on multiple 

criteria, to compare EOSC Resources across several characteristics and personalize their experience, 

by providing feedback on EOSC Resources or adding them to their favourite list, etc. 

• A section for the EOSC coordinating and contributing projects, the EOSC Policy Framework, Best Prac-

tices and Use Cases. It also acts as the reference point for News and Events related to EOSC and 

boosts the promotion of EOSC-related initiatives offering visibility opportunities to all the EOSC stake-

holders. The informative part of the portal is populated and maintained by the EOSC Portal Editorial 

Board. 

• The documentation of the REST API methods for the automatic provisioning and synchronisation of 

information between other EOSC Core and EOSC exchange services and the EOSC Portal as well as 

the provisioning of catalogue information towards third party systems to enable the development of 

added value services on top of it. 

• An Authentication and Authorization Interface (AAI) which offers access to a multitude of Identity 

providers, including eduGain, eduTeams, EGI Checkin, B2Access, Google, for authenticated users to 

gain access to the personalized spaces of the EOSC portal. 

The following table provides an overview on how a user can access the aforementioned parts either through 

their URLs or the top-level menu of the Portal. In addition, it provides links to the beta environments, where 

new and experimental "laboratory" features will be staged as well as the component links in the first version 

of the EOSC Portal; i.e., in November 2018 launch. 
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Table 3: EOSC Portal entry points and URLs 

Component URL Beta URL Before Enhance Access from menu 

Content Compo-
nent, 
i.e., the EOSC por-
tal website where 
news and in gen-
eral static content 
is maintained 

https://www.eosc-
portal.eu 

 https://www.eosc-por-
tal.eu 

 

Providers Compo-
nent,  
i.e., the Onboard-
ing and the Pro-
viders Dash-
boards, 

https://provid-
ers.eosc-portal.eu 

 https://www.eosc-por-
tal.eu 

 

User Component,  
i.e., the Catalogue 
and the Market-
place. 

https://cata-
logue.eosc-portal.eu 
https://market-
place.eosc-portal.eu 

https://marketplace-
beta.docker-
fid.grid.cyf-kr.edu.pl/ 

https://marketplace.eosc-
portal.eu 

 
Interoperability 
Layer  
the EOSC Portal 
Application pro-
gramming inter-
faces 

https://provid-
ers.eosc-por-
tal.eu/openapi  
https://api.eosc-por-
tal.eu 

  

 

AAI service of the 
EOSC Portal 

https://aai.eosc-por-
tal.eu/ 

  

 
Next, UI screens of the providers’ component front end services are presented. The screens aim to demonstrate the implemented functionality along the following 

areas.  

https://www.eosc-portal.eu/
https://www.eosc-portal.eu/
https://www.eosc-portal.eu/
https://www.eosc-portal.eu/
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/
https://www.eosc-portal.eu/
https://www.eosc-portal.eu/
https://catalogue.eosc-portal.eu/
https://catalogue.eosc-portal.eu/
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/openapi
https://api.eosc-portal.eu/
https://api.eosc-portal.eu/
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Next, UI screens of the providers’ component front end services are presented. The screens aim to demon-

strate the implemented functionality along the following areas.  

• Functionality for providers  

• Functionality for the Onboarding Team  

The documentation of the onboarding process is presented in detail in D.2.2. Next, we briefly present the 

main UI characteristics of the onboarding web forms and the provider’s dashboard. The forms are designed 

targeting user friendliness, i.e., providers users will be able to easily provide and validate the requested by 

the EOSC Profiles 3.00 information.  

   
The home page informs users on how their organization 

can become an EOSC portal Provider. 
Users who wish to onboard a provider should accept the 

EOSC code of conduct, the privacy policy as well as as-
sert that they are authorised to represent their organiza-

tion. 

 

 

 

EOSC Provider and Resource Profiles are grouped into 
sections. An overview panel next to the data entry 

panel presents the structure of the EOSC profiles, the 
number of fields that are mandatory in each section (a 

All displayed fields include the name of the field, a short 
explanation about the information requested, the sug-

gested data format and length and an indication 
whether the field is mandatory or not 
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tick is enabled when all fields are filled in) and a pro-
gress bar 

 

 

 
Validation of data formats and controlled vocabularies 

are indicated on the forms with red colour and informa-
tive messages are presented on every save 

EOSC Profiles Provider and Resource forms can be par-
tially filled in, saved as drafts before the final submis-

sion. They are available for download (pdf, xls)  

 

  
Users can ask for help either sending an email to the 
onboarding team or create a feedback ticket. 

 

At any phase, the user has an overview of the providers 
she has onboarded and their statuses 

 

 
By clicking on a provider, the provider dashboard is shown, where actions related to the management of the pro-

vider and a list of resources are enabled. 
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By clicking on a specific resource, the resource dashboard is shown, where actions related to the management of 

the resource are enabled and various statistics related to the resource are presented. 

 

 
API documentation and testing is available in a swagger web page, where developers from the provider organiza-

tion can view examples and use the provided methods. 
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The functionality offered to the members of the onboarding team includes filtering of providers\re-

sources based on their status, sorting based on different attributes and actions (approve application, ac-
tivate\deactivate, etc) for changing their statuses in the catalogue  

  

 
Any action between the Onboarding team and a provider generates an email notifying the user and the 

mail list of the team (onboarding@eosc-portal.eu). The mail list is archived 
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6 Conclusions 
 D3.1 presented the data model, the architecture of the EOSC Portal as being developed in EOSC Enhance 

project as well as the functional and non-functional specifications of the Providers section of the portal. These 

have been built on the requirement elicitation and modelling processes, performed in WP2 and WP3 of the 

project during the first ten months, and more specifically  

• The definitions of the new EOSC Portal model (EOSC profiles v3.00) 

• The definition of the new EOSC Portal Onboarding Process  

• The requirements collected and prioritized  

• The work of the EOSC Architecture Working group which has provided concepts, design ideas, doc-

uments, and architectural considerations for the entire EOSC ecosystem, during the last year. 

D3.1 serves as the basis for the development of various functionalities in EOSC Portal. The development will 

comprise an agile and iterative process, several decisions and prioritizations might be revisited, regarding 

both the functionality and the design of the EOSC portal.  
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7 Annex I: EOSC Portal – FNF Specifications for Providers  
Table 4 presents the template we use for describing the functional specifications. Apart from the correspond-

ing User requirement (UR) which is covered by the specification, each specification is represented by a unique 

ID, its name, its purpose, its input and output and its operation. 

Table 4: Template for the description of a functional specification 

Field Short Description 

ID Unique Identifier of the functional specification. Every ID starts with the 
prefix “FS”, followed by the type of specification and an increasing specifi-
cation index, for the specific type.  

Name Name of the specification 

Purpose Short description of the end-user functionality that is covered by the spec-
ification 

Input The input that is provided to the function(s) of the specification 

Output The output that is produced by the function(s) of the specification 

Operation The operations that are performed by the function of the specification 

User Requirement The ID of the corresponding User Requirement from D2.2 

 

Following the categorization of the URs, the functional specifications of the Supply part of the portal (Provid-

ers Components) are grouped into the following categories: EOSC Portal Onboarding and Providers Dash-

board specifications, EOSC Portal Interoperability Specifications (API Specifications), EOSC Portal Onboarding 

Team Specifications, EOSC Funding Agencies and Policy Makers Specifications. 

7.1 EOSC Portal Onboarding and Providers Dashboard specifications  

The following tables provide the functional specifications for the Provider interaction functionality facilitating 

provider users in onboarding and managing their resources. 

Table 5: FS-RPI-01 - Onboard an organization as new provider following the Onboarding Process. 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-01 

Name Onboard an organization as new provider following the Onboarding Pro-
cess. 

Purpose The user will be able to onboard an organization as a new provider and 
become administrator, i.e., being responsible for managing the resources 
offered by that organization in the catalogue 

Input A user ID; Consent on EOSC Portal code of conduct, privacy policy and as-
sertion that the user represents the organization; Provider Description 
based on EOSC Provider Profile 3.0. 

Output A provider ID 

Operation This specification describes the entire onboarding process referring to 
more detailed specifications about the different steps of the process. In 
this respect: Request user login as user (FS-ERPI-02). Request consent to 
EOSC Portal code of conduct, privacy policy and assertion that the user 
represents the organization. Request Provider Metadata and validate the 
provided information based on EOSC Profiles 3.0. Onboard additional 
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users as provider administrators (FS-ERPI-02). 
Onboarding Team approves the information provided (FS-EPMI-04). Re-
quest the registration of a resource (FS-ERPI-05) and validate the im-
ported resource. Onboarding Team approves the information provided 
(FS-EPMI-05). Upon success, provide authorization to the user. Send a 
confirmation email for each intermediate step of the onboarding process 
as well as for activating the provider\account in the platform. 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-01: Onboard a Provider following the EPOP 

Table 6: FS-ERPI-02 - Add administrators to an existing provider 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-02 

Name Add administrators to an existing provider 

Purpose Α user who represents an organization acting as a provider in EOSC portal 
will be able to add other users to the list of representatives (administra-
tors) of this provider 

Input An authenticated user; a provider ID; a list of administrator information 
(name and email) 

Output Updated provider profile with added administrators. 

Operation Authenticate the user; retrieve the providers she represents; request the 
provider for which she will add new administrators; request new admin 
details; validate input; update provider entry; send email to all adminis-
trators with the addition of the new members.  

User Requirement UR-ERPI-02: Onboard other Provider Administrators 

Table 7: FS-ERPI-03 - Login/Logout as provider 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-03 

Name Login/Logout as a provider 

Purpose The user will be able to login and logout from the platform, as provider, 
using her authentication credentials 

Input User authentication credentials 

Output A user session 

Operation Authenticate the user. Enable user access to the platform 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-03: Login/Logout to/from the platform as a Provider 

Table 8: FS-ERPI-04 - Edit the EOSC Provider profile 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-04 

Name Edit the EOSC Provider profile 

Purpose Α user who represents an organization acting as a provider in EOSC portal 
will be able to update information of the provider profile via the Web or 
the API  

Input A provider ID; a list of administrator information (name and email) 

Output Updated Provider profile 

Operation Web: Authenticate the user; retrieve the providers she represents; re-
quest the provider for which she will update the profile; validate input; 
update provider entry; send email to all administrators with the addition 
of the new members. 
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API: see FS-CI-01 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-04: Edit the EOSC Provider profile 

Table 9: FS-ERPI-05 - Add a new resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-05 

Name Add a new resource 

Purpose Α user who represents a provider will be able to add a new resource, by 
filling in the EOSC Resource Profile, required and optional via the Web 
Forms or the API. 

Input A user ID; A Resource description based on EOSC Resource Profiles 3.0 

Output New ID assigned to the resource 

Operation Web: Request user login (FS-ERPI-02); retrieve the providers she repre-
sents; request the provider for which she will add the new resource; Re-
quest the information for the new resource and validate the provided in-
formation. Create a new entry in the catalogue. 
API: see FS-CI-02 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-05: Onboard an EOSC Resource 

Table 10: FS-ERPI-06 - Update a resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-06 

Name Update a resource 

Purpose Α user who represents a provider will be able to update the metadata of 
an EOSC Resource on the Web and API of the EOSC Portal. 

Input A user ID; a resource ID; A resource description based on EOSC Resource 
Profiles 3.0 

Output Updated resource profile  

Operation Web: Request user login (FS-ERPI-02); retrieve the providers she repre-
sents; request the provider for which she will update an existing resource; 
Request the resource; request and validate the updated information. Up-
date the resource entry in the catalogue. 
API: see FS-CI-02 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-06: Retrieve/Update an EOSC Resource description 

Table 11: FS-ERPI-07 - View list of resources associated with the provider 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-07 

Name View list of resources associated with the provider 

Purpose The user will be able to view the list of resources offered by her Provider 

Input User id; A provider ID 

Output A list of resource IDs, along with their attributes and metadata on specific 
actions on them (e.g. registration and last update information)  

Operation Retrieve provider ID associated with the user ID. Retrieve a list of IDs of 
resources provided by the Provider. Retrieve the titles, the logos and the 
description of the retrieved resources  

User Requirement UR-ERPI-07: View list of EOSC resources associated with a Provider 
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Table 12: FS-ERPI-08 - View log of actions applied to a resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-08 

Name View log of actions applied to a resource 

Purpose The user will be able to view details about the registration or the update 
of a resource (e.g., creator, date of creation, date of last update, etc) 

Input Resource ID; User ID 

Output Requested metadata for the resource  

Operation Retrieve provider ID associated with the user ID. Retrieve a list of IDs of 
resources provided by the Provider. If resource belongs to this list, re-
trieve the log of actions applied on this resource  

User Requirement UR-ERPI-08: View log of actions applied to an EOSC resource 

Table 13: FS-ERPI-09 - View statistics and visualizations for all resources of a provider 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-09 

Name View statistics and visualizations for all resources of a provider 

Purpose The user who represents a provider will be able to view aggregated usage 
statistics for all resources offered by a provider. 

Input Provider ID; User ID 

Output A dashboard with the requested visualizations  

Operation Retrieve provider ID associated with the user ID. Return a dashboard with 
the following aggregated information for all resources of this provider, 
visualized in the form of timeseries; enable user to change the time pe-
riod on a daily, weekly, monthly or yearly basis 

• Number of unique page views of resources,  

• Number of redirections to EOSC Provider’s site,  

• Number of times a user has added an EOSC Resource in her favourite 
list,  

• Average rating for all EOSC Provider Resources,  

• Country coverage for all EOSC Provider Resources,  

• Number of orders for all EOSC Provider Resources 

• Distributions of EOSC Resources in tables based on controlled vocabu-
lary attributes (categories, scientific domains, etc),  

• Distribution of EOSC Resources on charts, such as timeline, word-
count, bars, pies, etc., based on controlled vocabulary attributes (cat-
egories, scientific domains, etc), 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-09: Visualize aggregated number of unique page views for all or 
specific EOSC Resources of an EOSC Provider 
UR-ERPI-10: Visualize aggregated number of redirections to EOSC Pro-
vider’s site for all EOSC Provider Resources or for a specific EOSC Resource 
UR-ERPI-11: Visualize aggregated number of times a user has added an 
EOSC Resource in her favourite list for all EOSC Provider Resources or a 
specific EOSC Resource 
UR-ERPI-12: Visualize average rating for all EOSC Provider Resources or for 
specific EOSC Resource 
UR-ERPI-13: Visualize country coverage for all EOSC Provider Resources or 
for specific EOSC Resource 
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UR-ERPI-14: Visualize distributions of EOSC Resources on tables 
UR-ERPI-15: Visualize distribution of EOSC Resources on charts 
UR-ERPI-16: View total number or Resource orders 

Table 14: FS-ERPI-10 - View statistics and visualizations on a specific resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-10 

Name View statistics and visualizations for a specific resource of a provider 

Purpose The user who represents a provider will be able to view aggregated usage 
statistics for a resource offered by a provider. 

Input Resource ID; User ID 

Output A dashboard with the requested visualizations  

Operation Retrieve provider ID associated with the user ID. Retrieve list of Resources 
offered by the provider. Request the resource ID for which statistics will 
be presented. Return a dashboard with the following aggregated infor-
mation for this resource, visualized in the form of timeseries; enable user 
to change the time period on a daily, weekly, monthly or yearly basis 

• Number of unique page views of the resource,  

• Number of redirections from the resource page to the EOSC Pro-
vider’s site,  

• Number of times a user has added this resource in her favourite list,  

• Average rating the resource,  

• Country coverage for the resource,  

• Number of resource orders  

User Requirement UR-ERPI-09: Visualize aggregated number of unique page views for all or 
specific EOSC Resources of an EOSC Provider 
UR-ERPI-10: Visualize aggregated number of redirections to EOSC Pro-
vider’s site for all EOSC Provider Resources or for a specific EOSC Resource 
UR-ERPI-11: Visualize aggregated number of times a user has added an 
EOSC Resource in her favourite list for all EOSC Provider Resources or a 
specific EOSC Resource 
UR-ERPI-12: Visualize average rating for all EOSC Provider Resources or for 
specific EOSC Resource 
UR-ERPI-13: Visualize country coverage for all EOSC Provider Resources or 
for specific EOSC Resource 
UR-ERPI-14: Visualize distributions of EOSC Resources on tables 
UR-ERPI-15: Visualize distribution of EOSC Resources on charts 
UR-ERPI-16: View total number or Resource orders 

Table 15: FS-ERPI-11 - Publish or unpublish a resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-11 

Name Publish or unpublish a resource 

Purpose The user will be able to flag a resource as inactive or active rendering the 
resource inaccessible or accessible for the users of the catalogue. Deac-
tivated resources still remain visible to the user who is the representative 
of the provider 

Input A resource ID; The selected action 

Output A confirmation or rejection of the request 
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Operation Validate on whether the resource can be activated/deactivated. Acti-
vate/deactivate the resource. 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-17: Publish/Unpublish an EOSC Resource 

Table 16: FS-ERPI-12 – Preview a detail page in the catalogue for a draft resource (during onboarding) 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-12 

Name Preview the details page of a resource  

Purpose The user will be able to preview the presentation page of a resource, 
which is in draft mode during its onboarding and is not yet added to the 
catalogue of the EOSC Portal.  

Input A resource ID; The selected action 

Output A limited functionality web page of the draft resource 

Operation The user adds a new resource in the EOSC Portal (FS-ERPI-05) in the EOSC 
portal; request to preview the resource page as it will be presented in the 
catalogue. A web page with limited functionality of the resource is shown 
presenting the information filled in so far by the user. 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-18: Preview EOSC Resource detailed page while onboarding and 
before it is published 

Table 17: FS-ERPI-13 – Preview a detail page in the catalogue for a draft resource (during onboarding) 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-13 

Name Add one or more business agreements for the delivery of an EOSC Re-
source 

Purpose The users can add a business agreement between their organisation and 
other EOSC Providers for the delivery of each EOSC Resource. Each agree-
ment can be of type: a) a peering/federated delivery type (multiple pro-
viders delivering an EOSC Resource in a federated way) or b) supplier/pro-
vider type (an organisation receiving a Resource from a supplier organiza-
tion and delivering it to end users as the direct channel) 

Input A resource ID; The business agreement 

Output An updated resource  

Operation The user adds (FS-ERPI-05) or updates (FS-ERPI-06) a resource in the EOSC 
Portal; uploads the business agreements in the form of read only files 
(.pdf.jpeg) and assigns to each them one of the two types. 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-19: Register one or more business agreements for the delivery of 
an EOSC Resource 

Table 18: FS-ERPI-14 – Preview a detail page in the catalogue for a draft resource (during onboarding) 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-14 

Name Add one or more offerings for an EOSC Resource 

Purpose The users can add can register one or more Resource offerings for a cer-
tain EOSC Resource. Each Resource offering includes a set (package) com-
posed of support terms, KPIs and pricing of the EOSC Resource. 

Input A resource ID; the resource offering 

Output An updated resource  
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Operation The user adds (FS-ERPI-05) or updates (FS-ERPI-06) a resource in the EOSC 
Portal; in addition, provides the information about the resource offering 
and updates the resource.  

User Requirement UR-ERPI-20: Register one or more offerings for an EOSC Resource 

Table 19: FS-ERPI-15 - Request for delete of the Provider 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-15 

Name Request for delete of the Provider 

Purpose The provider user will be able to request for delete of a resource.  

Input A Provider ID 

Output A confirmation or rejection of the deletion request 

Operation Request for delete of a provider; an email is sent to the onboarding team 
as well as to all administrators of tis provider for the deletion of the entry 
from the catalogue. 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-21: Delete an EOSC Provider 

Table 20: FS-ERPI-16 - Delete a resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-16 

Name Delete a resource 

Purpose The user will be able to delete a resource.  

Input A resource ID 

Output A confirmation or rejection of the deletion request 

Operation Validate whether the resource can be deleted and delete it from the re-
pository. Produce confirmation or rejection message 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-22: Delete an EOSC resource 

Table 21: FS-ERPI-17 - Publish and update resource availability calendars 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-17 

Name Publish and update resource availability calendars 

Purpose The user can publish and update, for bookable EOSC Resources, a calen-
dar for the EOSC Resource availability for booking via the EOSC Portal. 

Input Resource ID; Calendar information 

Output Updated resource with Published/updated calendar  

Operation The user adds (FS-ERPI-05) or updates (FS-ERPI-06) a resource; adds or up-
dates the calendar of the resource and updates the entry in the Portal. 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-23: Publish/update resource availability calendars 

Table 22: FS-ERPI-18 - Validate the accuracy of an EOSC resource profile 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-18 

Name Validate the accuracy of an EOSC resource profile 

Purpose The user can certify that the data for an EOSC Resource is accurate and 
does not require an update. This can start as a request of the EOSC Portal 
Quality Team. 

Input Resource ID; Requested action 
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Output Updated resource with the status: validation  

Operation The user views the list of resources (FS-ERPI-07). All resources for which a 
request for validation has been assigned are flagged accordingly. The user 
reviews the details of such a resource and validates its accuracy. 

User Requirement UR-ERPI-24: Certify EOSC Resource description is updated 

 

Table 23: FS-ERPI-19 - Validate the accuracy of an EOSC resource profile 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-19 

Name Request for review of a rejected EOSC Resource 

Purpose The user can request an EOSC Resource review to be escalated\return to a 
pending review status during onboarding (because of a request for info or 
after a rejection by the onboarding team). 

Input Resource ID; Requested action 

Output Updated resource with status 

Operation The user is notified that the resource onboarding is not approved (FS-
ERPI-01); she requests to return to the review status and provides a justi-
fication.  

User Requirement UR-ERPI-25: Escalate review of EOSC Resource 

Table 24: FS-ERPI-20 - Approve/Reject comments on an EOSC Resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-ERPI-20 

Name Approve/Reject comments on an EOSC Resource 

Purpose The user can approve/reject comments submitted in the EOSC portal for 
an EOSC Resource before they are published on the EOSC Portal. 

Input Resource ID; comment id; Approve\reject action 

Output Updated resource with comments  

Operation The user views the list of resources with pending comments (FS-ERPI-07); 
selects a resource and views the comments; approves or rejects the com-
ment.  

User Requirement UR-ERPI-25: Approve/Reject comments on an EOSC Resource 

7.2 EOSC Portal Catalogue Specifications 

The following tables provide the functional specifications for the interoperability of the catalogue. 

Table 25: FS-CI-01 - Programmatically insert a new resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-CI-01 

Name Update an EOSC Provider profile through API 

Purpose A remote system authorized with an API token key will be able to update 
the metadata of an EOSC Provider  

Input The new EOSC provider profile in the form of json; an API token 

Output Success messages or a validation error  
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Operation Validate that the API key is valid for the update of the specific provider; 
Validate input based on EOSC Profiles constrains; update the record in the 
catalogue  

User Requirement - 

Table 26: FS-CI-02 - Programmatically insert a new resource 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-CI-02 

Name Add, Delete or Update an EOSC Resource profile through API 

Purpose A remote system authorized with an API token key will be able to add a 
new, delete or update the metadata of an EOSC Resource  

Input The new EOSC Resource profile in the form of json; an API token 

Output Success message or a validation error  

Operation Validate that the API key is valid for the update of the specific provider; 
Validate input based on EOSC Profiles constrains; update the record in the 
catalogue.  

User Requirement UR-TPCI-01: Programmatic read, update, delete an EOSC Resource 

Table 27: FS-CI-03 - Expose resource data in third parties 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-CI-03 

Name Get metadata about EOSC resources and EOSC Providers 

Purpose A remote system (either anonymous or authorized with an API token key) 
will be able to retrieve the description of an EOSC Provider or an EOSC re-
source 

Input A provider id; a resource id; an API token 

Output An JSON output with the requested data/metadata 

Operation Retrieve descriptions for the requested provider or resource IDs. Render 
the descriptions available via RESTful APIs.  
If an API token is provided, the returned JSON description contains the full 
details about the provider and the resource. 
If anonymous access, the returned JSON description do not contain infor-
mation about contact and administration details. 

User Requirement UR-TPCI-01: Exposing EOSC Resources to third parties 

Table 28: FS-CI-04 - Expose resource data in third parties 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-CI-04 

Name Get values of all controlled vocabularies used in EOSC Profiles 

Purpose A remote system (anonymous) will be able to retrieve the values of a con-
trolled vocabulary used in EOSC Profiles v3.00 

Input A vocabulary id 

Output An JSON output with the requested vocabulary values 

Operation Retrieve descriptions for the requested vocabulary ID. Anonymous access 
is enabled. 

User Requirement - 
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7.3 EOSC Portal Onboarding Team Specifications 

The following tables provide the functional specifications for the functionality of the EOSC Portal Onboarding 

Team (EPOT). Such functionality focuses mainly on approval of onboarding processes and moderation of cat-

alogue content and usage. 

Table 29: FS-EPMI-01 - Login/Logout as a member of the EPOT  

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-01 

Name Login/Logout as a n EPOT Member 

Purpose The user will be able to login and logout from the platform, as a member 
of the EPOT, using her authentication credentials 

Input User authentication credentials 

Output A user session 

Operation Authenticate the user. Enable user access to the platform 

User Requirement - 

Table 30: FS-EPMI-02– View and Filter list of EOSC Providers 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-02 

Name View, Filter, Sort the list of EOSC Providers 

Purpose The EPOT user can view the list of all EOSC Providers in the catalogue, fil-
ter the list based on the status and sort the list based on the name, the 
abbreviation used for the provider, the date last modified or created 

Input A list of all active providers  

Output A filtered or sorted list of all active providers 

Operation View the list; Filter on the status of a provider; Sort by the name, abbrevi-
ation, date created, or date modified of the provider entry. 

User Requirement  

Table 31: FS-EPMI-03– View and Filter list of EOSC Resources 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-03 

Name View, Filter, Sort the list of EOSC Resources 

Purpose The EPOT user can view the list of all EOSC Resources in the catalogue, fil-
ter the list based on the status and sort the list based on the provider, the 
resource name, the date last modified or created 

Input A list of all active\inactive (not the draft ones) resources  

Output A filtered or sorted list of all active\inactive (not the draft ones) resources 

Operation View the list; Filter on the status of a resources; Sort by the provider, re-
source, date created, or date modified of the resource entry. 

User Requirement UR-EPMI-05: Check updates of EOSC Resource descriptions 

 

Table 32: FS-EPMI-04– Approve/reject a provider application 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-04 
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Name` Approve/reject a new provider application 

Purpose The EPOT user will be able to approve or reject the pending application of 
a new Provider 

Input A new provider description 

Output Status of the provider is set to “pending resource submission” (when ac-
cepted) or “reject initial registration” 

Operation This action is part of the onboarding process (FS-ERPI-01). The user views 
the list of all providers and filters the ones with status ”pending initial ap-
proval” (FS-EPMI-02). Click on an entry and validate the information pro-
vided by the provider. Select to approve/reject the provider application. 
Notification emails are sent to the EPOT mail list and the provider’s ad-
ministrators. 

User Requirement UR-EPMI-01: Accept/Reject onboarding of a Provider 
UR-EPMI-10: Provider Authorisation Limit 

Table 33: FS-EPMI-05– Approve/reject a resource registration 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-05 

Name Approve/reject a resource registration 

Purpose The EPOT user will be able to approve or reject the registration of a re-
source  

Input A resource description 

Output New resource ID assigned to the resource or a rejection message 

Operation This action is part of the onboarding process (FS-ERPI-01). The user views 
the list of all providers and filters the ones with status ”pending resource 
approval” (FS-EPMI-02). Click on a provider entry and view the submitted 
resource. Validate the information provided by the user. Select to ap-
prove/reject the resource. Notification emails are sent to the EPOT mail 
list and the provider’s administrators. 

User Requirement UR-EPMI-02: Accept/Reject onboarding of an EOSC Resource 

Table 34: FS-EPMI-06– Escalate approval/rejection decision 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-06 

Name Escalate approval/rejection decision  

Purpose The EPOT user can escalate the approval/rejection decision to a higher au-
thority based on the onboarding process and roles. 

Input A provider and a resource description 

Output Status of a resource is set to “escalate review”  

Operation This action is part of the onboarding process (FS-ERPI-01). The user views 
the list of all providers and filters the ones with status ”pending resource 
approval” (FS-EPMI-02). Click on a provider entry and view the submitted 
resource. Validate the information provided by the user. Select to set the 
status of the resource to “escalate review”. Notification emails are sent to 
the EPOT mail list and the provider’s administrators. 

User Requirement UR-EPMI-03: Escalate approval/rejection decision 

Table 35: FS-EPMI-07– Request clarification from SP 

Field Short Description 
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ID FS-EPMI-07 

Name Request clarification from a Provider 

Purpose The EPOT user can request clarifications or additional material to decide 
on validation of an EOSC Resource. 

Input A provider and a resource description 

Output Status of a resource is set to “request clarification” 

Operation This action is part of the onboarding process (FS-ERPI-01). The user views 
the list of all providers and filters the ones with status ”pending resource 
approval” (FS-EPMI-02). Click on a provider entry and view the submitted 
resource. Validate the information provided by the user. Select to set the 
status of the resource to “request for clarifications by the provider”. Noti-
fication emails are sent to the EPOT mail list and the provider’s adminis-
trators. 

User Requirement UR-EPMI-04: Request clarification from a Provider 

Table 36: FS-EPMI-08– Request updates of outdated EOSC Resource descriptions 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-08 

Name Request updates of outdated EOSC Resource descriptions 

Purpose The EPOT user can request for updates of outdated EOSC Resource de-
scriptions. 

Input A resource description 

Output Status of a resource is set to “request for update” 

Operation The user views the list of all resources and sorts it based on the date of 
last modification (FS-EPMI-03). Click on a resource entry and set the sta-
tus of the resource to “request for update of resource”. Notification 
emails are sent to the EPOT mail list and the provider’s administrators. 

User Requirement UR-EPMI-06: Request updates of outdated EOSC Resource descriptions 
UR-EPMI-07: Request updates of EOSC Resource descriptions due to up-
dates of the ontology or platform 
UR-EPMI-09: Audit validated EOSC Resources 

Table 37: FS-EPMI-09– Moderate user comments and actions 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-09 

Name Moderate user comments and actions 

Purpose The EPOT will be able to approve publishing of user comments, as well as 
moderate (e.g., hide) excessive/abusive use of the catalogue’s functional-
ity 

Input A set of comments or actions per user 

Output Approval/rejection selections per comment or action 

Operation Inspect the content of the comment or statistics on the action. Select to 
approve/reject the comment/action 

User Requirement UR-EPMI-08: Approve/Reject comments on an EOSC Resource 

Table 38: FS-EPMI-10–– Manage vocabulary/classification content 

Field Short Description 

ID FS-EPMI-10 
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Name Manage vocabulary/classification content 

Purpose The EPOT user will be able to insert/update lists of classifications and vo-
cabularies utilized in the descriptions of the resources and providers 

Input A vocabulary/classification list ID; (Optional: a new vocabulary/classifica-
tion term) 

Output An updated list for the given ID 

Operation Inspect the content of the list/term. Replace the existing list with new the 
list or update the existing list with the new term 

User Requirement - 

7.4 EOSC Funding Agencies and Policy Makers Specifications  

Table 39: FS-FAPM-01- View statistics and visualizations for all resources in the catalogue  

Field Short Description 

ID FS-FAPM-01 

Name View statistics and visualizations for all resources  

Purpose The user will be able to view aggregated statistics for all resources in the 
EOSC Portal and filter based on the funding agency 

Input User ID 

Output A dashboard with the requested visualizations  

Operation Return a dashboard with the following aggregated information for all re-
sources. 

• Country coverage for all EOSC Resources,  

• Distributions of EOSC Resources in tables based on controlled vocabu-
lary attributes (categories, scientific domains, etc),  

• Distribution of EOSC Resources on charts, such as timeline, word-
count, bars, pies, etc., based on controlled vocabulary attributes (cat-
egories, scientific domains, etc), 

The use can filter based on the funding agency of the resource 

User Requirement UR-FAPM-01: Visualize distribution of EOSC Resources on charts 

 


